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Welcome
to the Family
Of Sound

At home is where the music plays - and it sounds best at home
with the family. Music is an integral part of every family's life, including
the long-established Canton family. Since 1972, we have been working
continuously to develop the best loudspeakers for every taste
and budgets. Perfect sound, at any time - join the family of sound.

WITH Tradition
into the future

Head of
The Sound family

In the company's own development centre, at the headquarters in Weilrod,
Frank Göbl and his team improve the perfect sound using state-of-the-art
technology and high-quality materials. From the first computer simulation
to the final surface finish: we always strive for innovative ways to
perfectly adapt music and TV sound to living spaces. With technical
innovations, state-of-the-art design studies and individual sound solutions, we
provide the basis for unadulterated sound in every loudspeaker category.

Since 1972, we have been inviting people to bring the best sound
into their homes with our products. From the very beginning, the sonorous
company has been in family hands - and with founder Günther Seitz,
CEO Christoph Kraus as well as Achim Seitz and Oliver Hennel, Canton will
remain family-owned in the future.
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SMART

SMART

SMART

Cleverly
Connected
For First
class Sound
Do you love music and want to enjoy your favorite tracks not only in one
particular place, but flexibly in every room in your home? Canton's smart
products, which can be combined and centrally controlled as desired, make
exactly that possible. And you can easily integrate your existing passive
or active speakers into your existing music system.

SINGLEROOM
• Combine Smart speakers ﬂexibly within a room
• High-resolution transmission between the speakers
thanks to wireless technology
• Easy to operate via a smartphone or the Canton
Smart remote

MULTIROOM
• Experience your music in several rooms at the same time
• Multiroom rendition with the focus on sound quality
• Simple operation of various speaker groups via
Chromecast built-in™ or Apple AirPlay 2 technology
• Music and Internet radio via streaming

AMP & CONNECT
• Incorporate existing speakers into the Canton Smart world
• Control centre for all speakers and devices
• State-of-the-art technology for ﬁlm and music experiences

8
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SMART

SMART

Smart Vento 9 S2
W×H×D

Smart Vento 3 S2
25 × 110 × 34 cm

Colour

Smart Vento

· Wireless signal transmission
between speakers
· Expandable to a home cinema
set with Smart products
· Dolby Audio and DTS Digital
Surround

10

· Titanium-graphite chassis in the
bass and midrange
· Ceramic tweeter system
· Wave-surround technology
· Screwless Diamond-Cut
aluminium rings
· Fabric cover with magnetic
mounting

22 × 40 × 30 cm

Colour

Smart Vento 5 S2

The newly developed Vento Series loudspeaker models impress with their sharp-edged
design and discreetly curved side panels. The Smart Vento loudspeakers use newly
developed titanium-graphite chassis. In combination with the powerful digital power
amplifiers with up to 600 watts per speaker, they provide dynamic sound. With the
modern Smart Wireless technology, the system can also be expanded wirelessly as
desired.
· Smart wireless technology

W×H×D

W×H×D

60 × 20 × 35 cm

Colour

· Integrated LED display
· Cabinet surfaces in:
White „high-gloss“
Black „high-gloss“
Dark Walnut „high-gloss“
Light Walnut „high-gloss“
· Matching speaker stand:
LS 860
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SMART

SMART

Smart Townus 8
W×H×D
Colour

Smart Townus 2
23 × 102 × 33 cm

W×H×D

19 × 35 × 28 cm

Colour

Smart Townus
Powerful and home-friendly, Smart Townus speakers deliver smart wireless technology
in a modern design language. The slim speakers with rounded cabinet edges offer
flexible listening pleasure in the world of active wireless speakers. Their timelessly
elegant design in elegant walnut real wood or lacquered housing in silk matt white or
high-gloss black underline the premium claim for every interior style.
· Smart wireless technology
· Wireless signal transmission
between speakers
· Expandable to a home cinema
set with Smart products
· Dolby Audio and DTS Digital
Surround

12

· Titanium chassis in the bass
and midrange

· Oval fabric cover with magnetic
mounting

· Ceramic tweeter system

· Integrated LED display

· Wave-surround technology

· Cabinet surfaces in:
White silk matt
Black „high-gloss“
Walnut

· Powerful 350 watt power
amplifier per speaker
· Screwless Diamond-Cut
aluminium rings

· Matching speaker stand:
LS 660
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SMART

SMART

Smart GLE 9 S2
W×H×D

Smart GLE 3 S2
21 × 106 × 30 cm

Colour

Smart GLE

· Wireless signal transmission
between speakers

· Titanium chassis in the bass
and midrange

· Oval fabric cover with magnetic
mounting

· Aluminium-manganese
tweeter system

· Integrated LED display

· Expandable to a home cinema
set with Smart products

· Wave-surround technology

· Cabinet surface in:
white and black

· Dolby Audio and DTS Digital
Surround

· Powerful amplifiers with up to
600 watts per speaker

· Matching speaker stand:
LS 660

14

19 × 36 × 28 cm

Colour

Smart GLE 5 S2

The Smart GLE speakers offer an entry into the big smart speakers and integrate perfectly
into the existing GLE family portfolio. The attractive cabinet has a restrained, elegant
design: Lacquered fronts and white or black foiled cabinets in combination with titanium
drivers in the midrange and bass range, give the Smart GLE series a high-quality
appearance. Equipped with smart wireless technology, you connect the speakers to
the power for the best music or movie sound.
· Smart wireless technology

W×H×D

W×H×D

46 × 18 × 31 cm

Colour
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SMART

SMART

Smart Amp 5.1
W×H×D
Colour

Smart Connect 5.1
25 × 12 × 14 cm

W×H×D

25 × 6 × 14 cm

Colour

Smart AMp & Connect
Get your living room ready for the age of streaming: the Smart Amp 5.1 serves as a
multiroom AV amplifier and easily combines your existing passive speakers with the
wireless world of the Canton Smart series.
The Smart Connect 5.1 Multiroom AV preamplifier acts as a control centre for your
Canton Smart speakers, bringing music streaming and flexible Multiroom functions to
your existing music system.
Smart Amp 5.1

Smart Connect 5.1

· Multiroom amplifier for stereo and home cinema
enjoyment with 600 watts of power

· Multiroom preamplifier

· Combines wired passive speakers with wireless
speakers from the Canton Smart series
· 6 passive channels and 8 wireless channels
· Dolby Atmos and DTS HD
· AirPlay 2, Chromecast built-in™ and Spotify Connect
· 4 x HDMI connections with eARC technology
16

· Serves as a control centre:
for integrating existing amplifiers into the Wifi,
sends signals wirelessly to speakers of the Canton
Smart series
· 6 active channels and 8 wireless channels
· Dolby Atmos and DTS HD
· AirPlay 2, Chromecast built-in™ and Spotify Connect
· 4 x HDMI connections with eARC technology
17

SMART

SMART

Smart Sounddeck 100
W×H×D

Smart Soundbar 10
100 × 7 × 33 cm

Colour

Smart Multiroom Soundbars
Experience your favourite movies, sport events, concerts and video games as an immersive 3D sound experience. Thanks to Virtual Surround technology, our TV speakers
deliver atmospheric sound - the top models even deliver room-filling Dolby Atmos
cinema sound. For you, this means perfect home cinema and music enjoyment with
minimal connection effort and a simple operation. With the integrated features Apple
AirPlay 2 and Chromecast built-in, the Smart Soundbars can also be easily integrated
into the Wifi.
· Room-filling and precise TV and
music sound
· Flexibly expandable to a home
cinema set with Smart Series
products
· Easy multiroom control via
Apple devices or the Google
Home app

18

· Musicstreaming via AirPlay 2,
Chromecast built-in and Spotfiy
Connect
· Easy operation via on-screen
menu on the TV
· Powerful integrated amplifier
with 300 watts

W×H×D

99 × 7 × 10 cm

Colour

Smart Soundbar 9
W×H×D

89 × 7 × 10 cm

Colour

· Integrated LED display
· Privacy guaranteed:
No microphones integrated
· Available in:
White lacquer with glass plate
Black lacquer with glass plate

19

SMART

SMART

Sound L
W×H×D
Colour

Sound M
89 × 7 × 33 cm

W×H×D

73 × 7 × 10 cm

Colour

Smart Singleroom Soundbars
Hear impressive movie sound and clearly intelligible dialogue reproduction. The new
Smart Singleroom TV speakers deliver outstanding sound quality for your favourite
movies or sporting events. The built-in Virtual Surround technology turns your living
room into a home cinema. Thanks to the integrated smart wireless technology, you
can flexibly expand the Sound L and Sound M with up to three devices - and all
without Wifi.
· Virtual Surround technology for
room-filling cinema sound

· Easy operation via on-screen
menu on the TV

· Precise speech intelligibility for
dialogues

· Powerful integrated amplifier
with 300 watts

· Flexibly expandable to a home
cinema set with Smart Series
products

· Dolby Audio and DTS integrated

20

· Integrated LED-Display
· Privacy guaranteed:
No microphones integrated
· Available in:
White lacquer with glass plate
Black lacquer with glass plate
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SMART

SMART

Smart Soundbox 3
W×H×D

12 × 21 × 12 cm

Colour

Smart Soundbox 3
The compact multiroom speaker Smart Soundbox 3 with integrated AirPlay 2, Chromecast built-in and Spotify Connect provides room-filling sounds in an elegant design.
The compact and powerful speaker is easy to set up via Wifi with AirPlay or the Google
Home app and offers versatile connection and use options. Use the Smart Soundbox
3 individually, stereo with a second Smart Soundbox 3 or as part of a larger multiroom
set, in conjunction with other models in the Canton Smart series.
· Multiroom control via Apple
devices or Google Home app

· Additional LAN port for a wired
connection to the network.

· Music streaming via AirPlay 2,
Chromecast built-in and Spotfiy
Connect

· Further connections:
Bluetooth® technology and
AUX-in

· Touch interface with buttons
for volume, play/pause and to
quickly save and play your
favourite playlist

· From HighRes Audio to MP3 all Google and Apple supported
streaming services are supported

22

· Controllable via the Canton
Smart remote control (available
separately)
· Privacy guaranteed:
No microphones integrated
· Available in:
white and black
· Matching speaker stand:
LS 3

23

SMART

SMART

Smart Sub 12
W×H×D

Smart Sub 10
38 × 45 × 40 cm

Colour

Smart Subwoofer

· Powerful subwoofers for roomfilling sound

· Wireless or wired connection
possible

· High-quality finish with
glass top plate

· Flexible wireless expansion with
all Smart Series units

· Responsive bass driver

· Cabinet surfaces in:
White satin finish
Black satin finish

24

42 × 16 × 42 cm

Colour

Smart Sub 8

The Smart Subwoofers are the perfect partner for our Smart speakers, providing sound
pressure and bass for different room sizes. When needed, the subwoofers support the
soundbars or Smart speakers with enormous dynamics and impressive deep bass. Simply
connect the subwoofers to the speakers wirelessly or via cable and the listening fun can
begin. You set the desired volume, the correct phase and the appropriate channel level
via a Smart product such as the Smart Soundbar 10 or the Smart Connect 5.1.

· Automatic on/off switch

W×H×D

W×H×D

27 × 33 × 27 cm

Colour
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HIFI

HIFI

HIFI

Music For
Your HeArt
Every living room deserves good sound - and
the right speakers for your home can fill any
room with great sound. Whether you're looking
for purist classics or want the features of modern
digital speakers, we're sure to have the right
speaker designed for your home.

26
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HIFI

HIFI

Vento 100
W×H×D

Vento

Vento 90
33 × 116 × 42 cm

W×H×D

Vento 80
29 × 111 × 38 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Colour

Vento 30

Vento 20

Vento 10

W×H×D

23 × 36 × 31 cm

W×H×D

20 × 30 × 27 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Colour

Vento 50

AR-8

Vento Sub 12

26 × 103 × 34 cm

20 × 30 × 9 cm

A perfect symbiosis for eyes and ears: The newly developed loudspeaker models of
the Vento series convince with their sharp-edged design and discreetly curved side
walls. The speakers use newly developed titanium-graphite drivers in the mid- and
low-frequency range. The matt shimmering membrane surfaces give the Vento series a
noble appearance, ensure dynamic sound and underline the elegance of these premium
speakers.
· Titanium-graphite chassis in the
bass and midrange

· Gold-plated connection terminal
with fine thread

· Ceramic tweeter system

· Modern base construction with
sharp edges

· Wave-surround technology
· Screwless Diamond-Cut
aluminium rings
· High-quality internal wiring
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· Fabric cover with magnetic
mounting
· Premium cabinet made of
multilayer laminate

· Cabinet surfaces in:
White „high-gloss“
Black „high-gloss“
Dark Walnut „high-gloss“
Light Walnut „high-gloss“
· Matching speaker stand:
LS 860

W×H×D
Colour

21 × 61 × 37 cm

W×H×D
Colour

20 × 27 × 15 cm

W×H×D

44 × 53 × 51 cm

Colour

· Matching Dolby Atmos
enabled speaker: AR-8

29

HIFI

HIFI

Townus 90
W×H×D

TOWNUS

Townus 30
21 × 105 × 34 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Townus 50

Townus 10

W×H×D

50 × 17 × 28 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

AR-5

Townus Sub 12

21 × 36 × 28 cm

19 × 30 × 10 cm

Our Townus loudspeaker series is timelessly elegant, slim and noble, captivating with
its rounded cabinet edges and high-quality materials. Modern design language paired
with high-quality technical components make the new Townus loudspeakers a series
that can be used flexibly. The elegant walnut real wood models or lacquered surfaces
in silk matt white or high-gloss black underline the premium claim for every interior
style.
· Titanium chassis in the bass
and midrange
· Ceramic tweeter system
· Wave-surround technology
· Screwless Diamond-Cut
aluminium rings
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· High-quality internal wiring
· Gold-plated connection terminal
with fine thread
· Modern cabinet design with
rounded edges
· Oval fabric cover with magnetic
mounting

· Cabinet surfaces in:
White silk matt
Black „high-gloss“
Walnut
· Matching speaker stand:
LS 660
· Matching Dolby Atmos
enabled speaker: AR-5

W×H×D
Colour

17 × 15 × 26 cm

W×H×D

36 × 48 × 50 cm

Colour
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HIFI

HIFI

Ergo 690 DC
W×H×D

Ergo

Ergo 670 DC
23 × 105 × 31 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Ergo 620

Ergo 655 Center

W×H×D

21 × 34 × 28 cm

Colour

W×H×D

22 × 95 × 29 cm

53 × 21 × 29 cm

Colour

If you're looking for that classic hifi feeling, look no further than the Ergo Series speakers.
A visually timeless design with high-quality real wood veneers, metal grille front
cover, the rounded cabinet corners typical of Ergo, as well as the classic driver arrangement: tweeter and midrange system on top, the massive bass drivers with front-radiating bass reflex port on the bottom.
· Aluminium chassis in the bass
and midrange
· Aluminium-manganese
tweeter system
· Wave-surround technology

· High-quality internal wiring
· Bi-Wiring-connection terminal
· Metal grille as front cover,
removable

· Cabinet surfaces in real wood:
Wenge
Ash black
Cherry
· Matching speaker stand:
LS 660

SUB 650*
W×H×D

36 × 48 × 50 cm

Colour
* Series recommendation
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HIFI

HIFI

GLE 100
W×H×D

GLE

24 × 116 × 40 cm

GLE 90 AR

GLE 90

W×H×D

W×H×D

27 × 117 × 31 cm

GLE 80
21 × 106 × 31 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Colour

Colour

GLE 70

GLE 30

GLE 20

GLE 50

W×H×D

19 × 96 × 29 cm

W×H×D

19 × 36 × 28 cm

W×H×D

17 × 30 × 27 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Colour

Colour

GLE 15 OnWall

GLE 10

GLE 10 Pro

AR-4

W×H×D

W×H×D

19 × 99 × 31 cm

46 × 17 × 31 cm

A wide range of models and strong value for money make the GLE Series speakers a
versatile and attractive entry-level range. High-quality components, such as the newly
developed titanium drivers, give the GLE Series models powerful sound and control.
The new look, with magnetic fabric covers and modern cabinet design, allows the
speakers to blend into any modern living room. From flat wall speakers to full-size
floorstanding speakers, they're the perfect choice for music and movie lovers alike.
· Titanium chassis in the bass
and midrange
· Aluminium-manganese
tweeter system
· Wave-surround technology

34

· Lacquered baffle
· fabric cover with magnetic
mounting
· Cabinet surfaces in:
White
Black
Makassar

· Matching Subwoofer:
Power Sub 12
Power Sub 10
Power Sub 8
· Matching speaker stand:
LS 660
· Matching Dolby Atmos
enabled speaker: AR-4

Colour

17 × 52 × 9 cm

Colour

17 × 30 × 10 cm

W×H×D
Colour

17 × 30 × 10 cm

W×H×D

17 × 15 × 26 cm

Colour
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HIFI

HIFI

CD 290.3
W×H×D

cd

· Aluminium chassis in the bass
and midrange
· Aluminium-manganese
tweeter system
· Elegant column shape
· High-quality aluminium cabinets

36

· Hidden cable routing in the base
of the floorstanding speaker
· Cabinet surfaces in:
White „high-gloss“
Silver anodised aluminium
Black anodised aluminium

W×H×D
Colour

CD 220.3

SUB 601*

Colour

· Metal grille as front cover

14 × 105 × 10 cm

Colour

W×H×D

With its stylish oval cabinet shape, our CD series is extremely elegant. The slim appearance and the high-quality surfaces in brushed aluminium or "high-gloss" lacquer
round off the modern and timeless look. The neutral front covers in matching cabinet
colour conceal Canton technology with aluminium loudspeaker equipment. The speakers
impress with a powerful bass response and are convincing even without an additional
subwoofer.

CD 250.3

14 × 22 × 10 cm

W×H×D

43 × 14 × 10 cm

27 × 34 × 29,5 cm

Colour
* Series recommendation

· Center and small speakers
including wall bracket
· Matching speaker stand:
LS 250.2
· Homecinema versions:
Movie 2050.3
Movie 2005.3
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HIFI

HIFI

Vento Sub 12
W×H×D

Subwoofer

Townus Sub 12
44 × 53 × 51 cm

W×H×D

SUB 650
36 × 48 × 50 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Colour

Power Sub 12

Power Sub 10

Power Sub 8

W×H×D

36 × 48 × 50 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

ASF 75 SC

SUB 601

32 × 44 × 46 cm

W×H×D

36 × 48 × 50 cm

28 × 38 × 42 cm

Colour

Our high-performance active subwoofers all work according to the bass reflex principle and thus ensure a solid low-frequency foundation in a compact design. Generously
dimensioned oscillating systems with aluminium or titanium chassis combined with 3rd
generation wave surround technology ensure precise, mechanical performance. In
the larger models, the integrated Room Compensation ensures exact adaptation to
the given room acoustics.
· Powerful woofer systems
· Dual compound cones
· Downfire bass reflex systems

· Powerful digital power
amplifiers
· High- and low-level inputs
· Solid cabinet construction

· Compact, timeless cube design
· ASF 75 SC with wall bracket

W×H×D
Colour
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43 × 16 × 41 cm

W×H×D

27 × 34 × 30 cm

Colour
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HOME CINEMA

HOME CINEMA

Home Cinema

For the Big
Cinema Sound
At home
For an authentic cinema experience within your own four walls
you need more than a big TV. With the right speakers, you can
transform your living room into your very own cinema hall. Raise
the curtain on the home cinema speakers from Canton.

40
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HOME CINEMA

HOME CINEMA

Smart Sounddeck 100
W×H×D

TV-Speaker

Smart Soundbar 10
100 × 7 × 33 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Smart Soundbar 9

Sound L

W×H×D

89 × 7 × 10 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Sound M

DM 60

99 × 7 × 10 cm

89 × 7 × 33 cm

Flat screen, big sound: anyone who buys a flat TV today needs sound support for impressive film and speech resolution. The unobtrusive powerful soundbars and sounddecks are the ideal solution. Thanks to Virtual Surround technology, our TV speakers
deliver outstanding movie sound - the top models even deliver room-filling Dolby Atmos
cinema sound. For you, this means: perfect home cinema and music enjoyment with
minimal connection effort and the simplest operation.
· Virtual 5.1 cinema experience
· Convenient control via TV remote
control possible
· All important cables for connection to the TV included in
delivery

42

· Smart models with multiroom
control via AirPlay 2 or Chromecast built-in
· Sounddecks with integrated
subwoofer

· Soundbars with integrated wall
mount
· Wireless transmission to other
speakers in the Smart series
(all Smart models, Sound L,
Sound M)

W×H×D
Colour

73 × 7 × 10 cm

W×H×D

55 × 7 × 30 cm

Colour
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HOME CINEMA

HOME CINEMA

Movie 2050.3

Movie 2005.3
W×H×D

Front:

15 × 105 × 11 cm

Perfect home cinema requires at least six speakers: two front speakers, two effect
speakers, a centre channel and a powerful active subwoofer. Whether as a high-end
system composed as desired from the HiFi series with floorstanding speakers in the
front or as a compact, unobtrusive solution such as the Movie Sets for smaller rooms:
our versatile product range always offers the right combination for the most diverse
requirements.
· Various home cinema systems
for small to large rooms

· Perfectly matched speaker
components

· Matching speaker stands
available as optional accessories

· Home cinema, music and
gaming sound at a high level

· Powerful active subwoofers for
deep, clean bass reproduction

· Matching amplifier:
Smart Amp 5.1

· High intelligibility for film sound
and games - even at low volumes

· Large centre speaker for wide
sound stage and precise voice
reproduction

W×H×D

W×H×D

W×H×D

14 × 22 × 11 cm

Front:

11 × 29 × 13 cm

Front:

9 × 20 × 11 cm

Center:

40 × 15 × 11 cm

Center:

40 × 15 × 11 cm

Center:

29 × 11 × 13 cm

Center:

20 × 9 × 11 cm

Surround:

15 × 22 × 11 cm

Surround:

15 × 22 × 11 cm

Surround:

11 × 29 × 13 cm

Surround:

9 × 20 × 11 cm

Subwoofer:

27 × 34 × 30 cm

Subwoofer:

27 × 34 × 30 cm

Subwoofer:

24 × 41 × 42 cm

Subwoofer:

Colour

Colour

Colour

Movie 165

Movie 135

Movie 95
W×H×D

11 × 16 × 13 cm

Front:

9 × 12 × 11 cm

Front:

Center:

29 × 11 × 13 cm

Center:

20 × 9 × 11 cm

Center:

Surround:

11 × 16 × 13 cm

Surround:

9 × 12 × 11 cm

Surround:

Subwoofer:

24 × 41 × 42 cm

Subwoofer:

Colour

Colour

Vento 5.1 Set
29 × 111 × 38 cm

9 × 9 × 11 cm

Subwoofer:

24 × 41 × 42 cm

GLE 5.1 Set
W×H×D

Front:

9 × 9 × 11 cm
20 × 9 × 11 cm

Colour

Townus 5.1 Set
W×H×D

Front:

24 × 41 × 42 cm

25 × 105 × 36 cm

W×H×D
Front:

21 × 106 × 31 cm

Center:

61 × 21 × 37 cm

Center:

50 × 17 × 28 cm

Center:

50 × 17 × 28 cm

Surround:

23 × 36 × 31 cm

Surround:

21 × 36 × 28 cm

Surround:

19 × 36 × 28 cm

Subwoofer:

44 × 53 × 51 cm

Subwoofer:

36 × 48 × 50 cm

Subwoofer:

36 × 48 × 50 cm

Colour

24 × 41 × 42 cm

Colour

W×H×D

Front:

Colour
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Movie 265

Front:

W×H×D

5.1 Home Cinema Speakers

Movie 365

Colour
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installation

FOR A HOUSE
FULL OF SOUND
Whether inside or outside, in the wall or in the ceiling - it has
to sound good, everywhere. When the house is equipped with
loudspeakers, there are many ways to combine music enjoyment
and modern design in a stylish and sonorous flexible way.

46
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Inwall And
Inceiling
WHICH SerieS
SUITS YOU?
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I N S TA L L AT I O N

909 SerieS

805 Series

Premium series,
Metal grille frameless,
Membrane material: ceramic,
Pivoting ceramic tweeter system

Mid-range series,
Metal grille with discreet white frame,
Cone material: aluminium,
Pivoting aluminium tweeter system

403 Series

885 series

Entry-level series,
Baffle with enclosing white rim,
Cone material: polypropylene,
Pivoting soft dome tweeter

100 volt / 70 volt loudspeaker,
Metal grille with discreet white frame,
Cone material: aluminium,
Pivoting aluminium tweeter system

49
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InWall 989
W×H×D

The premium models of the 909 series are, like all our in-wall speakers, 2-way systems
and round off the range of our in-wall and in-ceiling speakers at the top. Reference
technology, membrane material made of high-quality ceramics and an elegant, frameless front grille are the features of our Premium series.
· Pivoting ceramic Tweeter
· Ceramic mid / bass system
· Tweeter level adjustment for
optimised room acoustics
· Metal grille individually paintable

· Frameless metal grille with
magnetic fixing

· Mounting templates included for
easy installation

· Easy ceiling mounting thanks to
Easy-Lock technology

· InCeiling 969 Pro:
splash-proof and suitable for
humid rooms

· Gold-plated Easy-Link terminals
for stable connection of speaker
cables

· Optional accessories:
Mounting frame for solid walls
(ER 8, ER 6, ER 4, ER 4 LCR)

W×H×D

18 × 26 × 8 cm

W×H×D

39 × 18 × 8 cm

24 × 35 cm

Installation cutout

16 × 24 cm

Installation cutout

37 × 16 cm

Installation depth

10 cm

Installation depth

8 cm

Installation depth

7 cm

Optional
accessories

ER 4

Optional
accessories

ER 8

Colour

Colour

Colour

InCeiling 989

InCeiling 969

InCeiling 969 Pro

ER 4 LCR

Diameter (Ø)

28 cm

Diameter (Ø)

24 cm

Diameter (Ø)

24 cm

Installation cutout

25 cm

Installation cutout

21 cm

Installation cutout

21 cm

Installation depth

10 cm

Installation depth

9 cm

Installation depth

9 cm

Colour

Colour

InCeiling 949

InCeiling 949-16

Colour

Diameter (Ø)

18 cm

Diameter (Ø)

18 cm

Installation cutout

16 cm

Installation cutout

16 cm

Installation depth

7 cm

Installation depth

8 cm

Colour
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27 × 37 × 11 cm

InWall 949 LCR

Installation cutout

Optional
accessories

909 Series

InWall 949

Colour
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InWall 885
W×H×D

InWall 865
28 × 38 × 11 cm

Installation
cutout
Installation depth
Optional
accessories

24 × 35 cm
10 cm
ER 8

W×H×D

InWall 845
24 × 33 × 10 cm

Installation
cutout

24 × 35 cm

W×H×D

InWall 845 LCR
19 × 27 × 8 cm

Installation
cutout

16 × 24 cm

W×H×D

40 × 19 × 8 cm

Installation
cutout

Installation depth

9 cm

Installation depth

7 cm

Installation depth

Optional
accessories

ER 6

Optional
accessories

ER 4

Optional
accessories

Colour

Colour

Colour

Colour

InCeiling 885

InCeiling 865 DT

InCeiling 865

InCeiling 845

37 × 16 cm
7 cm
ER 4 LCR

805 Series
Our 805 Series InWall and InCeiling speakers feature a metal grille with a discreet frame
that is invisibly held in place by magnets. In addition, an aluminium tweeter system
that can be adjusted in dispersion angle and reproduction level, and a woofer system
with aluminium cone and powerful magnetic drive.
· Pivoting aluminium tweeter
· Aluminium mid / bass system
· Tweeter level adjustment for
optimised room acoustics
· Metal grille individually paintable
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· Discreetly framed metal grille
with magnetic fixing

· Mounting templates included for
easy installation

· Easy ceiling mounting thanks to
Easy-Lock technology

· InCeiling 865 DT:
with dual tweeter system for
stereo reproduction

· Gold-plated Easy-Link terminals
for stable connection of speaker
cables

Diameter (Ø)

29 cm

Diameter (Ø)

25 cm

Diameter (Ø)

25 cm

Diameter (Ø)

19 cm

Installation cutout

25 cm

Installation cutout

21 cm

Installation cutout

21 cm

Installation cutout

16 cm

Installation depth

10 cm

Installation depth

9 cm

Installation depth

9 cm

Installation depth

8 cm

Colour

Colour

Colour

Colour

· Optional accessories:
Mounting frame for solid walls
(ER 8, ER 6, ER 4, ER 4 LCR)
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InWall 443
W×H×D

InWall 443 LCR
19 × 27 × 8 cm

W×H×D

40 × 19 × 8 cm

Installation cutout

16 × 24 cm

Installation cutout

37 × 16 cm

Installation depth

7 cm

Installation depth

7 cm

Optional accessories

ER 4

Optional accessories

Colour

Colour

InCeiling 463

InCeiling 443

ER 4 LCR

403 Series
The models of the 403 series are for sound purists and represent the entry into the
world of Canton built-in speakers. Solid chassis technology made of polypropylene
with pivoting fabric tweeter systems allow the sound to be adapted to the chosen
installation location. The long-stroke polypropylene woofer systems guarantee high
level stability for any application.

Diameter (Ø)

24 cm

Diameter (Ø)

20 cm

Installation cutout

21 cm

Installation cutout

17 cm

Installation depth

9 cm

Installation depth

8 cm

Colour

· Pivoting soft dome tweeter
system

· Pluggable metal grille with
discreet Canton logo

· Mounting templates included for
easy installation

· Polypropylen mid / bass system

· Baffle with enclosing white rim

· Tweeter level adjustment for
optimised room acoustics

· Easy-Link terminals for stable
connection of speaker cables

· Optional accessories:
Mounting frame for solid walls
(ER 4, ER 4 LCR)

· Metal grille individually paintable

· Easy ceiling mounting thanks to
Easy-Lock technology
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Colour
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InCeiling 855 T

InCeiling 855 T-BC 7

Diameter (Ø)

29 cm

Diameter (Ø)

29 cm

Installation cutout

27 cm

Installation cutout

27 cm

Installation depth

9 cm

Installation depth

12 cm

Colour

Colour

855 Series
The models of the 855 series are In-Ceiling loudspeakers with 100 volt / 70 volt technology. The built-in speakers with high-quality ceramic as chassis material are available
in three versions: without fire basket as well as 2 versions with integrated rear fire basket.
Underneath the magnetically held metal grille, there is a switch for adjustment to the
amplifier. Power gradations can be set by hand - 100 W, 50 W and 25 W in 100 volt
operation as well as the switch position 8 Ohm for private use.
· Ceramic tweeter-system
· Ceramic mid / bass system
· Discreetly framed metal grille
with magnetic fixing
· Metal grille individually paintable
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· Easy ceiling mounting thanks to
Easy-Lock technology

· InCeiling 855 T:
Without fire basket

· Switchable power gradations

· InCeiling 855 T-BC 7:
With discreet fire basket

· Phoenix plug for connecting to
other loudspeakers

InCeiling 855 T-BC 15
Diameter (Ø)

29 cm

Installation cutout

27 cm

Installation depth

23 cm

Colour

· InCeiling 855 T-BC 15:
With large fire basket
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Atelier 1100
W×H×D

Atelier

· Aluminium chassis in the bass
and midrange

· Integrated wall bracket for
OnWall installation

· Aluminium-manganese
tweeter system

· Mounting kit for InWall
installation

· Flat cabinet design
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33 × 115 × 10 cm

W×H×D

Atelier 900
115 × 33 × 10 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Colour

Atelier 950 Center

Atelier 700

Atelier 750 Center

W×H×D

With their flat design of less than 10 centimetres in depth, the models of the Atelier
series can be hung on the wall like a picture and are fully-fledged hifi speakers.
Installation is particularly easy thanks to the wall bracket integrated in the housing. If
you prefer an even flatter and more discreet design, you can integrate the speakers
into the wall using the installation kit supplied. The speakers then stand out from the
wall by only two centimetres and only the classic fabric cover with the satin-finish
lacquered frame remains visible.

Atelier 1150 Center

95 × 25 × 9 cm

W×H×D

26 × 75 × 10 cm

W×H×D

Colour

Colour

Colour

Atelier 500 Center

Atelier 550 Center

Atelier 300

25 × 95 × 9 cm

75 × 26 × 10 cm

· Installation depth: < 10 cm
· Decorative front, removable
· Sound-neutral fabric cover,
removable

W×H×D
Colour

22 × 57 × 9 cm

W×H×D
Colour

57 × 22 × 9 cm

W×H×D

33 × 33 × 9 cm

Colour
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Plus XL.3
W×H×D
Optional accessories

Special Speakers
Whether AM 5, Plus or Pro series: our compact special loudspeakers have many areas
of application. They are ideal for use as monitor, stereo or effect speakers and can be
easily mounted on a wall. Technically mature speaker chassis and skilful sound tuning
guarantee long-lasting listening pleasure with the best Canton sound.
· Aluminium tweeter system
· Chassis with aluminium cone
· Robust metal grille as front
cover

· Space-saving alternative in hifi
quality
· Plus Series:
matching Cantomount U wall
bracket
· AM 5:
professional studio monitor

15 × 24 × 16 cm
Cantomount U

W×H×D
Optional accessories

Colour

Colour

Plus MX.3

AM 5 - Aktivmonitor

W×H×D

9 × 12 × 10 cm

W×H×D

Optional accessories

Cantomount U

Optional accessories

Colour

Colour

Pro X.3

Pro XL.3

12 × 20 × 13 cm
Cantomount U

14 × 24 × 16 cm
Cantomount U

· Pro Series:
moisture-resistant, corrosionfree aluminium grille
· Pro Series:
ideal for outdoor use
· Pro Series:
with swivelling universal bracket

W×H×D
Optional accessories
Colour
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Plus X.3

12 × 20 × 13 cm
Cantomount U

W×H×D
Optional accessories

15 × 24 × 16 cm
Cantomount U

Colour
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

LS 860
W×H×D
Suitable
for:

LS 660
30 × 61 × 40 cm
Reference 9 K
Smart Vento 3 S2
Vento 30
Vento 20
Townus 30
Townus 20

LS 250.2

W×H×D

26 × 61 × 34 cm

W×H×D

Suitable
for:

Smart GLE 3 S2
Townus 30
Townus 20
GLE 20
GLE 30
Ergo 620

Suitable
for:

Colour

Colour

Colour

LS 3

Cantomount U

ER 8 *

W×H×D

W×H×D

LS 90.3
9 × 12 × 10 cm
Movie 2005.3
Movie 2050.3
CD 220.3
CD 250.3

W×H×D
Suitable
for:

26 × 93 × 26 cm
Movie 95
Movie 135
Movie 165

Colour

Accessories
A wide selection of speaker stands sensibly rounds off the Canton range. Here you will
find a suitable solution for all compact speakers and for the satellites of our Movie
systems for free positioning in the home. For almost all small speakers that do not
come with a wall mount, the matching Cantomount U wall mount is the right choice.
Speaker stands

Cantomount U

· Hidden cable routing

· Stable wall bracket for universal
use of small loudspeakers

· Height adjustable spikes
· Mounting plate with
fixing holes

W×H×D
Suitable
for:

25 × 86 × 25 cm
Smart Soundbox 3

Suitable
for:

· Swivel-mounted
· Mounting material included
Colour

Colour

18 × 38 × 40 cm
Smart Soundbox 3
AM 5
Plus X.3
Plus XL.3
Pro X.3
Pro XL.3

Suitable
for:

10 × 36 × 28 cm
InWall 989
InWall 885

Colour
* You can find more mounting frame
models on our website.
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Canton
Soundsystem
for Škoda

AUTOMOTIVE

KodiaQ

KAROQ

1 × Center speaker, 2 × Bass / Midrange,
4 × Tweeter, 2 × Bass, Subwoofer,
DSP amplifier

1 × Center speaker, 2 × Bass / Midrange,
4 × Tweeter, Subwoofer, DSP amplifier

In close cooperation with ŠKODA, we have developed a premium sound system that is
available as an equipment variant for the ŠKODA KODIAQ , KAROQ , SUPERB, OCTAVIA
and ENYAQ model - we adapt the system individually for each vehicle model. The
Canton sound systems for ŠKODA are characterised by dynamic compensation of
driving noise, impressive virtual surround sound and a balanced sound image for all
music styles.

Canton Sound Tuning

Canton Noise Cancellation

Canton Equalizer

Precise adjustment for all seating
positions: The focus of the sound
can be adjusted individually.

The system dynamically balances
out driving noise – wherever you
happen to be travelling.

Crystal clear sound: The Canton
Equaliser creates optimum
acoustics for music, telephone and
navigation.

You can find more information about the Canton sound systems for ŠKODA on our website
www.canton.de/en/skoda-en
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ENYAQ
1 × Center speaker, 2 × Bass / Midrange,
4 × Tweeter, 2 × Bass, Subwoofer,
DSP amplifier

SUPERB

OCTAVIA

1 × Center speaker, 2 × Bass / Midrange,
4 × Tweeter, 2 × Bass, Subwoofer,
DSP amplifier

1 × Center speaker, 2 × Bass / Midrange,
4 × Tweeter, 2 × Bass, Subwoofer,
DSP amplifier
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Whether floorstanding speakers, home
cinema systems or a variety of smart
speaker - in the end, the sound has to
convince you. We therefore invite you to
see and hear our current loudspeakers
live - in our showrooms at Canton in
Weilrod in the Taunus region, about 40
minutes by car from Frankfurt am Main.
The acoustically optimised showrooms,
one for stereo setups, one for Smart and
home cinema, are equipped with highquality electronics and first-class amplifiers: perfect for listening to the desired

speakers in a unique atmosphere over
a cup of coffee and comparing them objectively. One of our staff will personally
guide you through the various products
and answer any questions you may have.
If you would like to visit our listening rooms,
you can conveniently make an appointment by Email (service@canton.de) or by
phone (+49 (0) 6083 287 87).
We look forward to welcoming you.

Where to find us
Canton Elektronik GmbH & Co. KG
Neugasse 21 – 23
61276 Weilrod, Germany
Product hotline:
Service hotline:
Fax:
Email:

+49 (0) 6083 287 77
+49 (0) 6083 287 87
+49 (0) 6083 287 50
info@canton.de

More information and our online shop
you will find on our website canton.de

Speaker stands are extras and not included in delivery. Errors and omissions excepted, all data without guarantee.

Apple, AirPlay, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, HomePod, 
Apple TV, Mac, iTunes, Apple Music, Siri,
macOS, and tvOS are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries.
IOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is used under license. Use of the Works with Apple badge
means that an accessory has been designed to
work speciﬁcally with the technology identiﬁed
in the badge and has been certiﬁed by the developer to meet Apple performance standards.
To control this AirPlay 2–enabled accessory, iOS
11.4 or later is required.
Dolby, Dolby Atmos, Dolby Audio, and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby
Laboratories Licensing Corporation. Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories. Confidential unpublished works. Copyright © 2012-
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2021 Dolby Laboratories. All rights reserved.
For DTS patents, see http://patents.dts.com.
Manufactured under license from DTS Licensing
Limited. DTS, DTS-HD, Digital Surround, TruSurround, and the DTS logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of DTS, Inc. in the United
States and other countries.
© 2021 DTS, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Google, Google Home and Chromecast built-in
are trademarks of Google LLC.
Qualcomm is a trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United States and other
countries, used with permission.
aptX is a trademark of Qualcomm Technologies
International, Ltd., registered in the United States
and other countries, used with permission.

The Spotify Software is subject to third party
licenses found here: https://www.spotify.com/
connect/third-party-licenses. Spotify Connect
feature may not be used in countries where Spotify service is not available.
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth® SIG,
Inc. and any use of such marks by Canton is under
license. Other trademarks and trade names are
those of their respective owners.
The terms HDMI, HDMI High-Definition Multimedia Interface, and the HDMI Logo are trademarks
or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing Administrator, Inc. In the United States and other
countries.

You can find more information and our
online store at www.canton.de
Product hotline:
Service hotline:
info@canton.de

+49 (0) 6083 287 7 7
+49 (0) 6083 287 87

